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David Homewood: Your 2021 exhibition FIEND? included a landscape representation of Treasury Gardens, a well-
known Melbourne beat, the view obstructed by a painted sign: ‘Warning: Smegma?’ In Smegma: explained, one of 
seven oil drawings in this new exhibition, the spectator has moved past the sign and entered the gardens, where he 
encounters a gang of youths wielding baseball bats. This work represents an actual place (the purple flowers and 
shrubbery are based on plants that grow in the gardens), but some things are out of place. Most obviously, the men’s 
faces are replaced with urinals and toilets. But the other thing that captured my attention was the baseball bats. 
Nobody plays baseball in Australia—Australians play cricket. The baseball bats make this work inauthentically 
American. The gang of youths further Americanises the work, because gangs are more American than Australian. Is 
Smegma an intentionally American work?  

Alex Vivian: The only people who play organised American sports are people in the suburbs, the same people who 
frequent American surplus stores. And because Treasury Gardens is an inner city venue, these people are almost 
guarding the air of Australian suburban smegma.  

D But using American apparatus.  

A Yes, the kind who inhale sleeves upon sleeves of Oreos or prepare chicken slow-cooked in litres of Dr Pepper—a 
beverage with no official Australian manufacturer. The American usage is similar to KFC, who recently dumped the 
cricket edge of their product boxing and traded it in the older and duller hue for a loud vintage red, a loud American 
retro form.  

D Do you mean KFC restaurant as a brand or KFC branding in the cricketing arena?  

A KFC Australia does not have the same cricket branding they used to on cricket pitches and arena advertising. It was 
once was an alignment or promotion of Australian cricket but this was vacated in search for an American retro feel.  

D A few years ago there was a KFC promotion where cricket spectators could win prizes if they wore a KFC bucket on 
their head at the ground. The KFC brand has really entrenched itself in local cricket. It is much more than a foreign 
American presence. But it’s not only the baseball bats that make Smegma American. The work also reminds me of 
two American artists: Leon Golub and Raymond Pettibon...  

A Also American to the point of it becoming (Peter) Saul-ified at parts. American to the point of extremities, i.e. 
grossities. Pimples and/or zits seem categorically American to me.  

D It reminds me of Golub’s Mercenaries and Pettibon’s baseball works. Pettibon tends to portray baseball players or 
batters from a side angle, but Golub frequently depicts his soldiers turned towards or directly facing the viewer. 
Golub’s pictures are unsettling, not just because they show torture but due to how they show it. The perpetrators are 
humanised (they are smiling, hanging out, smoking); the victims are anonymised (their head is bagged, their face is 
downturned or obscured). In depicting his figures in this way, Golub doubles the dehumanisation.  

A Whereas these are more torture of self...  

D Rather than showing the climax of violence, Golub often paints its before or after. This is similar to Smegma, which 
is about the anticipation of violence. Either the baseball bat-wielding figures will act on you, or you will act on them.  

A This reminds me of the text in a Pettibon neanderthal drawing: ‘Will he turn you on or will he turn on you?’ It is 
unclear who is acting on who or if anybody is acting on anybody.  

D The intimacy in Golub between perpetrator and spectator suggests a complicity between the aesthetic enjoyment of 
the work and the on-canvas violence. This is part of Golub’s critique of violence. But your work readily aligns with a 
distinct tradition of representing violence associated with writers like Dennis Cooper and Jean Genet, a gay male 
artistic tradition that glorifies male-on-male violence. I just read Genet’s Thief’s Diary, and two passages struck me as 
relevant to your exhibition:  

(1) 
If I am accused of using such theatrical props as fun fairs, prisons, flowers, sacrilegious pickings, stations, frontiers, 
opium, sailors, harbours, urinals, funerals, cheap hotel rooms, or creating mediocre melodramas and confusing poetry 
with cheap local colour, what can I answer? ... The aforementioned props are steeped in the violence of men, in their 
brutality. Women are not involved in them. They are animated by male gestures.  



(2) 
I was chiefly excited by the invisible presence of his inspector’s badge. That metal object had for me the power of a 
cigarette lighter in the fingers of a workman, of the buckle of an army belt, of a switchblade, of a caliper, objects in 
which the quality of males is violently concentrated. ... His virility was centred in that badge as much as in his penis. 
Had the latter been roused at the touch of my fingers, it would have drawn from the badge such force that it might 
have swelled up and taken on monstrous proportions.  

Similar to Genet, your new exhibition portrays specifically male forms of experience. There is a generic male energy 
invested in such objects as a baseball bat, machine gun, or condom. The substitution of the men’s faces for 
receptacles is an example of an act of male-on-male violence. It transforms the collective into a public facility.  

A These people are faceless to the point of anonymity; it is less about personal traits or markings but more about 
farmed smell or presence. The use of condoms implies not only the act of sex per se, but also the unburdening of 
one’s body to create room, hunt, etc. It is a forethought which is not the act but preparation. A similarly empty or 
dormant sense of violence is portrayed by the wielding of bats.  

D The simplicity of your exhibition title ‘Porn’ is complicated by the sub-title ‘squared, hung, drawn, quartered’, which 
contains a reference to a nasty old English form of torture. It’s uncertain whether the sub-titular actions are equivalent 
to porn (porn is like being tortured) or whether it is in fact you who is subjecting porn to this cruel fate. The ambiguity is 
exacerbated by the insertion of ‘squared’ in front of the torture reference, which implies both an embellisment of the 
traditional torture but also that porn is being subjected to analysis and investigation. The latter reading is reinforced by 
the recurrence of diagrams, graphs and mathematical symbols across these canvases.  

A Porn is display. T o be hung up and drawn and quartered and taken from all angles is a general term to be applied 
to any situation really. The title is identifying (porn as) propellant.  

D Smegma is usually excluded from (or edited out of) porn.  

A I have been watching one porn channel that doesn’t edit out farting. Mostly this is something that happens 
afterwards, the letting out of wind, the effort of returning to some form of humanity. The farting almost makes the porn 
situation non-real, even though it is the most honest and everyday occurrence, as is smegma. This porn company 
presents it in a very slapstick manner; they also edit in a very stop-start cartoon style. This could be seen as comedic 
in the same way these paintings might, but are not. There is a subtle difference between amusement and comedic ties 
and comedy in art is weak. Projected comedy is the fault of a simple viewer.  

D Are you talking about canned flatulence and sitcom editing? A No it is more slapstick.  

D Is this comedic porn also absurd? And whether it is comedic or absurd or both, does that interfere with its 
pornographic function?  

A In a way it does—it’s not about being too gross either. For example I watched this clip ‘sex with brothers of organ 
donor’ which is more about viewing for storyline, which is not something that should be done. Porn is an aid not a form 
of entertainment. When you view porn for its narrative you are not moving forward, it is merely entertainment.  

D In your 2020 Guzzler show Kitchen Setting, the paintings were called ‘Blue Aids’. Is there a difference between 
porn-as-aid and painting-as-aid?  

A Aid implies functionality, so porn is the fuel or ‘helping point’ behind these works. These are pictures, yes, but they 
are more ideas and ideas don’t necessarily have an end point as opposed to porn consumption. This is different from 
TV or general viewing, which is there to numb or be in the background. Porn isn’t background: it’s a vehicle to 
progress. Perhaps paintings can be likened to toilet paper, so maybe they are an aid?  

D This goes against the standard idea of porn as repetitious. Such an idea is conveyed in your Porn painting in this 
show that repeats the word all over the canvas. Maybe what porn actually moves you towards is more porn: if you go 
forth, you go forth to more porn.  

A. Well there is always a certain threshold. But you do need more specificities as you venture into porn.  

D For early TV audiences, a choice of channels must have been a luxury. But for viewers today there is an 
expectation of greater choice.  

A You can choose to wipe up, or erase and view yourself as an empty platter, or you can go along and submerge and 
be dominated by these ideas or reality of smegma, the impenetrable channel.  



D You seem to know a lot about porn. 
A It’s not about knowing... porn is projected on you. D As is the media.  

A Yes, true.  

D Your painting PORN ADDICT (2020) presents the title in white Helvetica text on a black background. Is that an 
autobiographical statement?  

A It was originally jotted down in hope of being self-aware. 
D Do you prefer to view fullscreen or with the website interface visible?  

A Always interface. You should see what is happening around you. It is not just a porn world (this kind of goes without 
saying). Porn isn’t exclusive.  

D PORN ADDICT is simply a black screen. It’s contentless. Or what it presents is the idea of content. 
A Hence the text is traced rather than handwritten. That work uses the Barbara Kruger-style font. The font  

is to be read, or told to, not necessarily to be moved about or up for discussion.  

D The Kruger font is usually Futura I think. Alexandra told me that Futura was widely used in 1950s advertising, which 
is why it was appropriated by Kruger and Holzer in their 80s critiques of capitalism and consumerism.  

A I normally use Arial, it is almost a default option. Much like this Futura font, but a cheap and less thought-out sequel. 
The sequel is normally better than the first. American Psycho 2 starring Mila Kunis, Annie 2 with Joan Collins, 
Freeway 2, etc.  

D The historical use of Futura in advertising links to what you were saying earlier about this exhibition as thematising 
display or consumption.  

A The specificities of the actual font aren't directly relevant. What’s important is that they allow for a drive-by aesthetic. 
They can be taken in quickly, out of the corner of the eye.  

D But this idea links back neatly to the format of the billboard sign, the mode of viewing it caters for. The works in this 
new exhibition feature a different sans-serif font that appears in various sizes: regular, bold and italicised. The font 
basically remains the same throughout the show.  

A Except for the ‘g’ in smegma 
D Yes, there’s the elongated loop in the two-story ‘g’.  

A This accentuates the alien nature of smegma. Of course it is completely organic but gets to a point where it 
becomes out-of-body, less about who it’s from and more a wild, encompassing hub.  

D And this is symbolised in the ‘g’ character... The Melbourne Wankers Club, on the other hand, is an existing logo 
that you copied into that work. What might one expect to encounter at the MWC?  

A Being around others but no actual interaction. Wanking... not necessarily to climax. The club doesn’t happen 
anymore, it closed in the last year or so. It was hosted at saunas or houses. There are a bunch of rules listed on the 
website: ‘No Fucking. No Sucking. No Arse play. No Force. Don't Be Shy. All play  

together in the one room.’ ‘We've spread the last of our oil, disposed of the sheets, and put our clothes back on.’  

D It wasn’t held at a single location or clubhouse?  

A In its heyday it was hosted at people’s houses and was more about some horrid form of community, but then moved 
to saunas perhaps because it would’ve always guaranteed some form of crowd... It seems obsolete to be making 
friends with these people you are wanking with.  

D Who were its core clientele?  

A I assume it would be the average sauna clientele... the faceless, headless, overwhelmingly putrid... a strange older 
male getting too close and ruining the ambiance or landscape. Speedy G is referenced in the work—there’s going to 
be some kind of crystal fragmented people, motherload of human beings, nuked outer reminiscent of insides. These 



situations are similar to porn cinemas in saunas. These places are mostly about amyl for me. Also porn is something 
you really view by self so it is good to be watching porn, naked, with amyl, in crowds of non-people in the same state. 
I’m not sure if these gross men listed are myself—we are all gross to somebody or certain groups of people. Presence 
of such people ensures feelings of not wanting to reach peak. Anonymity is important for this world of porn, amyl, non-
others. The way you carry yourself around the unknown is of course completely different to how you conduct yourself 
around people you know. There should be no conversation, no faces, no rapport.  

D MWC is a group of people standing around and jacking off. This could be an allegory for the Melbourne art world. 
How would you describe the local art scene?  

A It does seem uninteresting at times, but so does anywhere one lives in a way. Of course there are spaces and 
people I follow. For example I’m looking forward to seeing Janet and Jennifer’s show at Neon Parc.  

D The Same illustrates your theory that gay men in relationships tend to become the same or become one. This is 
expressed in a faux-algebraic symbol: 1 fused with 2. The same work portrays a silhouetted man split down the 
middle.  

A At a more extreme level, men become sardined: available in packs that can be ordered and opened at pleasure. Or 
like Spam, because it exits the can or sits in the can as a single entity and can be to be cut up for smaller usage, 
which is in turn diluting these ‘individuals’. There are no longer contours to the body but rather it is just a slab, a 
homogenised slab. It comes down to the point of Gay men being a race and completely the same. There are not many 
characteristics that protrude when these people are en mass, they become cattle or working cogs. There are no faces 
in these paintings except for Stance: Goofy Odour but that is focused on the pimple, and the pimple being perhaps a 
different exit point and then in turn entry. A multifaceted wound.  

D Does this homogenising process occur in other types of relationships too?  

A It is more common in gay than opposite sex couples, who have their defining characteristic of belonging to different 
sexes.  

D Is it the same for married men?  

A Is marriage even a proper kind of union in Australia? It’s like having two different bowls of pasta. It's not two pastas 
with sauce, it is two dry servings of pasta. There is nothing there, it is not really a dish...  

D What are some of the signs you are becoming your boyfriend?  

A As one becomes more involved with you, becomes less themselves, each starts to usurp each other's identities or 
personalities. It comes to a point where it represents a recycle logo, comes in full circle and become each other in a 
muddy, confusing pit. The things you hate about yourself become the traits of the other person, who is then in turn you 
and vice versa, so it is preferable to be in single form.  

D Along with mathematical symbols and the divided/fused man, The same depicts a condom that resembles a missile, 
a machine gun, and a huddle of men in green uniforms who could be teammates or soldiers. A war or match involves 
one country or team trying to negate or cancel another country or team. Is there a parallel between the mutual 
negation of identity in gay couples and the idea of war and/or sport?  

A I’m not sure. 
D Earlier I was thinking that the huddle was of rugby or maybe AFL players. A Definitely not AFL. 
D Looks like a quarter-time huddle in an AFL match.  

A I was thinking about the New Zealand artist Grant Lingard who used a lot of rugby iconography. Smegma uses 
baseball bats, I don’t want them to use cricket bats—that's too close to home. I am not interested in the use of AFL. I 
do like the way that Lingard used rugby themes because it seems so foerign to me. Australia plays rugby and it is 
played internationally, not like AFL. I was thinking of GL a few times with these paintings. He made that work where 
he collected bottles that were to be used for refilling beer and filled them with his urine.  

D Is there a cultural cringe around cricket?  

A I would use the reference in shadow—i.e., KFC product boxes that scream cricket but would avoid an actual cricket 
bat. And I’m not even thinking about using the protective box worn under whites, either. Do cricket men wear 
jockstraps—is that a thing? I don’t think Australian sporting men wear jockstraps, is this true? Again, perhaps just an 



American current. Cricket is too real. Smegma is completely real but is still able to transform into an outer world matter 
at the same time.  

D You seem preoccupied with the idea of gay people as homogenous, faceless, anonymous, etc. Is there anything 
further comment you’d like to make on this subject?  

A Well I was thinking about presenting yourself as an unmarked, uniform platter. Fit for consumption. No 
differentiating features, just body, it seems easier to progress. Essentially, how many hungry gay men are out there 
looking for personality? All gay men should either be naked, in towel or in an unspecifed, similar garb. Similar ideas, 
thoughts, etc. There is a Keith Haring quote I have kept for years that references these thoughts in a less extreme 
way perhaps:  

About the baths—especially the club baths, where I used to go all the time: The club baths weren't really private clubs. 
Anyone who could pay for a locker belonged. So they had Buddy Nights on Monday and Friday, which meant that two 
people could get in for the price of one.  

people would line up outside, and you could just meet someone on the line and say you were their buddy, and by the 
time you got to the window, you paid a single admission. you didn't necessarily have to stick to the guy you walked in 
with. What it meant was that for five bucks you could go inside, walk around wearing a towel, and meet anyone you 
wanted.  

The more I went to the baths, the more I preferred this atmosphere to cruising scenes at the bars. First of all, 
everyone at the baths was sort of on an equal level. I mean, everyone was just wearing a towel, so you weren't judged 
by what you were wearing, and there would not be the same attitude you encountered at the bars. The point is, all 
class distinctions were gone. You were a common, united, connected group of people. And I liked that situation. And it 
seemed I did better cruising people without clothes than with clothes! Also, in the baths, it was a totally unrealistic 
situation. When you left that unreal part of you there—it didn't have to be with you all the time. So I preferred the baths 
more and more.  

D Does this exhibition announce your emergence as a middle-aged gay male artist?  

A Yes that is correct. All ideas are general, and I am working in a certain, average sphere. AGM. I plan to submerge 
myself in it so I can escape as soon as possible.  

D AGM?  

A Average gay male. In gay anti-gay writings of the 1990s there was always the idea of there being two types of gay 
men—the body facist clone, and then the normal every day non clone abiding (which was in turn the real clone). White 
singlets, jeans—I am thinking of this clothing. These days I don’t think this division exists. I had a text to be used for a 
painting that was about gay men looking the same, particularly the clothing:  

G guys—of the tight fitting ilk—aren’t wearing the typical scoop neck white singlet anymore. SN has been changed out 
to thick banded straps which pulls together a narrow chest (waxed off or fresh stubble protruding) with invisible 
indicators to that of chest—i.e., pectoral display interest—all whilst carrying the regular bone clutching tried and true 
spray on presentation. It is the straight neckline that truly brings change. (February 2022)  

D There is a parallel between the anonymity of the bathhouse, the rugby scrum and the faceless receptacles of 
Smegma. Individual traits are cancelled; they become generic fodder.  

A It is a blatant gesture to be a middle aged gay male making works about bath houses. It comes to mind somebody 
describing their gay male friend’s artwork from the 90s. ‘He presented a clothes rack with the tie of every man he ever 
slept with on coathangers.’ This dramatic nature... this is such trash, but work must be made in this manner. Also, 
there is Renee Ricard. This kind of AGM art—it is almost non-art. Art in the same manner of a sign on the side of the 
road with misspellings and barely legible handwriting advertising horse manure for sale, berries, fruits or whatever, 
etc.  

D I want to return to the idea of the AGM. Weekly planner for Gay male aged 40–50 is a planner but also a diary or 
record of conduct.  

A As a gay male you must do this. Your week is scouting for men, visiting public toilets, preparing body, etc.  

D These activities are seen as chores. Maybe the recording of past actions is future oriented, a means of giving 
structure. Is this planner modelled on your routine or a routine of someone you know?  



A Well there was a certain toilet I would visit that was frequented by the older variety where the term Cheesemouth 
Gerry came about, a BJ from someone who would paint your member with a horrid aroma of cheese—breath, 
unkempt, etc.  

D This reminds me of the title of another work: SOIL ITEMS IMMEDIATELY. A It is not what has happened, but what 
will or should happen. 

 
D A commandment. 

 
A The Cheesemouth is what will happen each week.  
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